Strategic Risk Governance
and Management
Lessons from the COVID-19 Pandemic
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The COVID-19 Pandemic
• The pandemic has provided a searing illustration
of the consequences of failures in Strategic Risk
Governance and Management
• This document illustrates how the principles,
processes, and practices described in the
Strategic Risk Institute’s online course address
these failures
• We show how the best practices described in the
course explain the huge differences seen between
success and failure in different governments’
responses to the pandemic
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Huge variation in outcomes by country
cannot be explained by variations in the virus
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Notes: Data as at 3Jul20; cumulative reported fatalities due to COVID-19
Source: John Hopkins University
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Examining three key processes helps explain
these differences in outcome
Anticipation
Identifies the key few
Strategic Risks that are
candidates for…

Drives improvements in …

Assessment
Provides data to update
and improve…

Monitoring &
Adaptation

Identifies the key
indicators and timings
for…

Drives decisions and action
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There was no shortage of warning to be
able to anticipate the threat

Ant.
Ass.
Adapt.

• In its November 2012 analysis of alternative
future scenarios (“Global Trends 2030:
Alternative Worlds”), the US National Intelligence
Council wrote: “An easily transmissible novel
respiratory pathogen that kills or incapacitates
more than one percent of its victims is among the
most disruptive events possible. Unlike other
disruptive global events, such an outbreak would
result in a global pandemic that directly causes
suffering and death in every corner of the world,
probably in less than six months*.”
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* Note this prescient Time to Event Threshold, TE , estimate
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Pandemics were regularly cited among the
top global existential threats

Ant.
Ass.
Adapt.

• A global pandemic consistently features amongst the top
five existential threats identified by The Centre for the
Study of Existential Risk (CSER)*, at the University of
Cambridge
• The Future of Humanity Institute at Oxford University
notes that pandemics have killed more people than wars
– Whilst naturally occurring pathogens tend not to be highly deadly and
contagious, bioengineered variants could be both
– Several examples exist of such ”gain of function” research results

• In 2019, in its updated report into global health threats,
the World Health Organisation listed a global influenza
pandemic at number 3
* CSER studies the mitigation of risks that could lead to human extinction or the collapse of civilisation
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In 2016, the US National Security Council
analyzed lessons learned from Ebola outbreaks
Ass.

Adapt.

• “Ebola at first spread unnoticed ... “
• “The failure to grasp what would make this
outbreak so deadly was widely lamented by those
who were in the field in the initial months. ‘It's
much worse because we failed early,’ one
epidemiologist told White House officials.”
• “Built into the U.S. government approach to the
containment of infectious diseases abroad was
the assumption of a level of capability and
competence in the WHO that turned out not to
exist.”
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The US NSC Ebola Report conclusions were
a clear warning for all administrations

Ant.
Ass.
Adapt.

• “Ebola cases in Dallas and New York showed
how challenging a domestic health incident can
be to manage.”
• “The Ebola epidemic showcased substantial gaps
of global preparedness and capacity in infectious
disease response.”
• Pandemics “ … must appropriately be considered
among the most serious threats to our homeland
and to international security.”
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In January 2017, members of the Trump
team took part in a pandemic exercise

Ant.
Ass.
Adapt.

• This was “… a legally required transition exercise
with members of the outgoing administration of
Barack Obama.“
• “[It] was intended to hammer home a new,
terrifying reality facing the Trump administration,
and the incoming president’s responsibility to
protect Americans amid a crisis.”
• One of its key messages: “In a pandemic
scenario, days – even hours – can matter”
– “Before Trump’s inauguration, a warning”, Politico 16Mar20
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Two 2019 exercises found specific system
weaknesses in the face of a pandemic

Ant.
Ass.
Adapt.

• “Event201” was run by the Johns Hopkins Center
for Health Security, the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation, and the World Economic Forum
• “While an influenza pandemic is generally
considered the most likely scenario, other viruses
- particularly coronaviruses - are viewed as
potential contenders as well. And unlike with
influenza - the most studied of all respiratory
viruses - we don't have dedicated antivirals, or
the expectation of producing an emergency
vaccine in a timely fashion with coronaviruses.”
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Ant.

Event201 Exercise findings, (cont’d)

Ass.
Adapt.

• “The next severe pandemic will not only cause
great illness and loss of life but could also trigger
major cascading economic and societal
consequences that could contribute greatly to
global impact and suffering. Efforts to prevent
such consequences or respond to them as they
unfold will require unprecedented levels of
collaboration between governments, international
organizations, and the private sector”
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“Crimson Contagion” was a classified exercise led

by the US Dept. of Health and Human Services

Ant.
Ass.
Adapt.

• It tested the capacity of the U.S. federal
government and twelve U.S. states to respond to a
severe influenza pandemic originating in China
– The scenario predicted that in less than two months* the virus
would have infected 110 million Americans, killing more than half
a million

• The report issued at the conclusion of the exercise
outlines the government's limited capacity to
respond to a pandemic, with federal agencies
lacking the funds, coordination, and resources to
facilitate an effective response to the virus
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* Note this prescient Time to Event Threshold, TE , estimate
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A similar scenario exercise by the UK NHS
also concluded with stark warnings

Ant.
Ass.
Adapt.

• In October 2016, epidemiologists from Imperial
College, London told Government ministers what
Britain would look like seven weeks* into a
pandemic
• “Exercise Cygnus” showed the NHS unable to
cope, with:
– A lack of personal protective equipment (PPE) for doctors and nurses
– Inadequate numbers of ventilators and mortuaries overflowing

This report was not published at the time and, as far as
we know, no action was ever taken on its findings
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Yet some countries had learned lessons
from the past and heeded warnings

Ant.
Ass.
Adapt.

• Based on previous experience with SARS, Taiwan was
actively anticipating a recurrence of a coronavirus
spreading from China
– Taiwan was, reportedly*, monitoring the temperature of passengers on
flights from Wuhan as early as December 2019

• The Taiwanese administration realised that time was of the
essence and was able to activate its previously planned and
resourced Central Epidemic Command Centre (CECC)
– The CECC, usually dormant, was able to rapidly co-ordinate mass testing
and implement plans to ramp up essential health capacity and critical
supplies of e.g. PPE

Though many were blind to the threat, COVID-19 was
NOT a “Black Swan” that was impossible to anticipate
*Source: The Economist
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In the US, early responses were not followed
by action in time to halt transmission

Ant.
Ass.

Adapt.

• In early January the respected CDC* had activated an
Emergency Operations Center
– Actions focused on partial border controls, such as screening and
quarantining, with apparent success at controlling transmission
– By 26 February President Trump announced the risk as “low”

• By Feb. 28, CDC announced that:
– “Aggressive measures” were in place to slow transmission
– COVID-19 was a “serious public health threat”
– But it “was not recognised to be spreading in US communities”
– 53 cases had been diagnosed but there were “no deaths”

• From the next day, recorded US cases began doubling
every 1-2 days
– Within a month c. 20,000 cases per day were being recorded
– Over a period of three weeks recorded cases of COVID-19 increased 1000
times
*Centers for Disease Control
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The UK is a clear example of COVID-19
Strategic Risk assessment failures

Ant.
Ass.
Adapt.

• Jan 28: WHO raised its global level risk assessment for
COVID-19 to “High”
– One rung below its risk assessment for China, which was “Very High”

• At the same time, the principal advisory bodies to the UK
government – SAGE* and NERVTAG* – assessed the risk as
“Low”
– The risk assessment would not be raised to “High” for another 41 days
– Throughout this period, the UK government and its advisors followed a well-prepared
plan for responding to an influenza virus, which COVID-19 is not
– The advisory groups worked on an assumption of 5 day infection doubling time when
the reality was 3 or less
– By March 12, UK health officials abandoned widescale testing as impractical
– No specific actions can be identified as a consequence of any of the risk assessments
made by NERVTAG

Over 41 days infections could have risen by 10,000 fold
*Scientific Advisory Group for Emergencies, and New and Emerging Respiratory Virus Threats Advisory Group
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Qualitative risk assessments were wholly
ineffective – and slow!

Ant.
Ass.
Adapt.

Infection doubling time
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Time-based assessment drives action, but
few were made or made effectively

Ant.
Ass.
Adapt.

• The difference between how long before disaster strikes and
how long it will take to adapt to or mitigate the threat drives
effective decision making under uncertainty – understanding this “Safety Margin” and how it is changing is key
• The time to threat event (TE) data from prior pandemic
warning exercises were routinely ignored
• Assumptions about infection doubling time went
unchallenged or not updated
• Qualitative risk assessments were uncorrelated with action
COVID-19 shows the folly of treating uncertain events as
analogous to throwing dice and describing risks in
illdefined, qualitative terms
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Taiwan probably did assess the
pandemic risk in terms of time

Ant.
Ass.
Adapt.

• Before the end of December 2019, Taiwan had already begun to adapt
– The Deputy Director of the Centre for Disease Control saw the chat posted by Dr. Li
Wenliang in Wuhan and immediately placed the country on alert
– By early January 2020, all passengers from Wuhan were being screened for 26 known
pathogens including SARS, with any positive results being quarantined
– Time to mitigate was already less than time to event – a positive Safety Margin

• By 20 January, the date human-human transmission was confirmed, the
CECC was activated to co-ordinate responses in all areas
– By the end of January all flights from China were suspended and all passengers
previously arrived from China were quarantined
– By the end of February, isolation hospitals for treatment of cases and public
quarantine facilities had been established

• The CECC could move swiftly due to a well defined action plan,
drawing upon lessons learned from the previous SARS epidemic
– The plan contained 124 discrete actions and co-ordination to be implemented in the
first instance
– These included travel bans, quarantining capability, surveillance steps, social
distancing and provisioning for public access to masks
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Adaptation failures began with monitoring
failures, despite the accuracy of warnings

Ant.
Ass.
Adapt.

• Many of the warnings about a global pandemic cited China
as the probable source, but was China actively monitored?
– Western media carried reports about an outbreak in China before the WHO
confirmed the outbreak
– In the UK, NERVTAG did not hold a meeting until after the WHO had
confirmed the outbreak
– Yet the US report into Ebola had previously identified that the WHO could
not be relied upon to monitor early warning signs

• Other early warning signals might also have been
appropriate, for example:
– Unusual healthcare activity levels in near neighbour countries
– Scanning social media commentary (a role amenable to AI use) for alarm

• Compared with the cost of delay, monitoring such signals
was neither difficult nor costly
– Criteria to identify a potential pandemic threat are not difficult to define
©Strategic Risk Institute LLC
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Most damaging was the lack of
widespread early COVID-19 testing

Ant.
Ass.
Adapt.

• As Politico reported (“How testing failures allowed
coronavirus to sweep the US”, 6Mar20):
– “On Saturday Jan. 11 — a month and a half before the first COVID19 case not linked to travel was diagnosed in the United States —
Chinese scientists posted the genome of the mysterious new virus,
and within a week virologists in Berlin had produced the first
diagnostic test for the disease...By the end of February, the World
Health Organization had shipped tests to nearly 60 countries. The
United States was not among them.”
– “Why the United States declined to use the WHO test, remains a
perplexing question and the key to the Trump administration’s
failure” to possibly limit the COVID-19 outbreak

• The decision by the agency Public Health England
to abandon large scale testing was equally
©Strategic Risk Institute LLC
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Successful adaptation examples contrast
with these examples of failure

Ant.
Ass.
Adapt.

• Taiwan is an example of the benefits of effective anticipation,
appropriate time-based assessment and investment in adaptation
options
– Prompt implementation of a pre-prepared option to activate a single, central
organization ready to implement a co-ordinated overall response

• Vietnam, despite a border with China, had reported zero COVID-19
fatalities until the end of July 2020 (35 by the end of October)
– It rapidly implemented vigorous and well-coordinated efforts to track, trace and
isolate
– The clinical response to the treatment of infected people was nationally and closely
co-ordinated

• In Germany, despite initial political over-optimism, implementation of
its response was ultimately effective
– Swift development of an effective test by Bosch/Randox, subsequently recommended
by the WHO
– Fast, decentralised implementation of the testing and tracing programme
– Central co-ordination of a mitigation plan via the Robert Koch Institute
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Two root causes of failure regarding
COVID-19 stand out

Ant.
Ass.
Adapt.

• First, in a world of evolving uncertainty and novel
threats, time dynamics are critical
– If the existential threat is not anticipated, then if it occurs,
governments or organizations are forced into “playing catch up”
when it may already be too late to choose some adaptation options
– If appropriate, time-based, assessment is not done, decision making
about adaptation action is already massively compromised

• The key to adapting in time is monitoring warning
indicators and surprises and the dynamic Safety
Margin for identified Strategic Risks
– Boards, management teams, and individuals whose decisions are
driven by the evolution of the Safety Margin always have a much
better chance of adapting in time when faced with an emerging
threat
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Two root causes of failure regarding
COVID-19 stand out (cont’d)

Ant.
Ass.
Adapt.

• Second, in times of crisis organizational
adaptability is of fundamental importance, namely:
– The competence to quickly identify critical trends and uncertainties,
prioritize information inputs, and synthesize their meaning in the
context of immediate objectives, options, and strategic goals
– Clarity of structure, lines of communication and capability to
implement decisions effectively and swiftly

• Without doubt, the quality of an organization or
nation’s leadership is critical
– Following a disciplined process, hearing dissenting views, making
timely decisions and delegating appropriately
– Enough empathy to understand and provide the truth and hope
people need in the face of uncertainty, anxiety, and fear
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The world’s response to COVID-19 may
largely be judged a Strategic Risk failure

Ant.
Ass.
Adapt.

• In many respects and in too many places it will
likely go down as one of the greatest strategic
failures in history
• Overall, it can be judged to have resulted from
multiple failures in the processes of anticipation
and assessment of, and adaptation to, Strategic
Risk
• These can be seen to be rooted in the same
powerfully interacting mix of individual, group,
and organizational factors that have been at work
in many other strategic failures throughout history
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The COVID-19 experience also shows
that Strategic Risk failure is not inevitable

Ant.
Ass.
Adapt.

• National variations in outcomes illustrate the dramatic
differences in the effectiveness of Strategic Risk Governance
and Management
– Contrast the approaches and outcomes of the UK vs Taiwan or Vietnam
– Clearly variations in successful outcomes are not a consequence of being
“Western” or having a “developed” economy

• The COVID-19 experience powerfully demonstrates that
Strategic Risk failure is not inevitable and avoiding failure is
possible, with genuine, tangible advantages – especially in
avoiding death – corporate or personal!
Success demands understanding, attention and commitment
by Governance and Executive decision makers to the key
processes of Anticipation, Assessment and Adaptation
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